During the course of research, scholars often search large textual databases for segments of text relevant to their conceptual analyses. This study proposes, develops and evaluates two applications of word embedding algorithms for automated Concept Detection in theoretical corpora: Average Cosine Similarity Retrieval (ACS) and Word Mover’s Distance Retrieval (WMDR). Both strategies are evaluated against weighted keyword (KW) search using a test set from the Digital Ricœur corpus tagged by scholarly experts. In our experiments, WMDR outperformed weighted keyword search on the Concept Detection task, which suggests it is a promising strategy for Concept Detection and information retrieval systems focused on theoretical corpora. Besides these initial positive results, has as its major characteristic the ability to use definitions as proxies for concepts; this provides search results that account for the semantic contexts of theoretical concepts.

Au cours de la recherche, les chercheurs tâchent souvent de trouver des segments de texte pertinents dans d’énormes bases de données textuelles pour leurs analyses conceptuelles. Cet article propose, développe et évalue deux applications d’algorithmes de word embedding (plongement lexical) pour la Concept Detection (détection de concept) dans des corpus théoriques : dans l’Average Cosine Similarity Retrieval (ACS – Extraction de similitudes cosinus moyenne) et dans la Word Mover’s Distance Retrieval (WMDR – Extraction de distance de déplacement lexique). Les deux stratégies seront évaluées par rapport à une recherche par mot-clés pondérée avec un dispositif de test venant du corpus Digital Ricœur, qui est étiqueté par des experts érudits. Dans nos expériences, la WMDR était plus performante que la recherche par mot-clés pondérée durant la tâche de détection de concept, ce qui suggère que cela soit une stratégie prometteuse pour la détection de concept et pour des systèmes d’extraction d’information axés sur des corpus théoriques. En outre, la WMDR a comme caractéristique majeure la capacité de se servir de définitions en tant que des proxys pour des concepts. Cela fournit des résultats de recherche qui explique les contextes sémantiques de concepts théoriques.
Introduction

Be careful what you wish for. The academic community has always wanted increased access to primary and secondary texts, and the growing and continuous process of digitization has brought about precisely that. Particularly in extensive theoretical corpora, the initial work of defining the most important texts to read may be an overwhelming challenge. The struggle to locate and access rare physical sources that remained concealed in specialized libraries has been replaced by the equally or even more daunting task of finding the most relevant texts for understanding a particular theoretical concept from a myriad of online sources and references, often available in abundance through online institutional subscriptions.

The standard solution to this new problem of the digital-text era has been the use of keyword searches to narrow down results and guide researchers through the labyrinths of JSTOR, Google Scholar, or their specialized corpus. While this strategy can effectively point to relevant references, it has several shortcomings. First, keyword searches often return irrelevant results that do not take into account linguistic phenomena such as polysemy and synonymy that can only be adequately addressed when the context of words is taken into account by the search strategy. Secondly, the large number of results returned by keyword searches is a problem for systems subject to copyright, in which the number of results must be restricted based on legal parameters. Thirdly, keyword searches do not allow an adequate sorting of results and nuanced classifications. Their sorting strategies usually rely on factors extrinsic to the text itself such as metadata or are based only on the number of hits of the keyword. Fourthly, open solutions for integration with academic corpora focus mainly on complete works rather than specific segments within works such as paragraphs. Fifthly, queries are usually formed by keywords combined by logical operators that, in addition to being complicated for users without great technological experience, do not consider the semantic context of the search terms whose related sections within a given corpus are the real purpose of the searching endeavor. Ideally, one should be able to provide the context of the queried term in natural language to guide the search process. Instead of searching for “justice” + “distribution,” one could search for “Justice as a form of proportional distribution.” The search algorithm should account for the semantic context of the entire search string in its implementation in such a way that segments containing text strings like “a type of allocation that considers proportion” should be ranked very high in the search results.

This article tackles all dimensions of this problem by applying and comparing recent machine-learning algorithms based on semantic spaces such as word2vec and Word Mover’s Distance, that allow for searches based on the definition of a concept in
natural language. Such a strategy allows the phenomena of synonymy and polysemy to be appropriately taken into account and supports a precise ranking of finer-grained results, such as paragraphs, based on a semantic similarity between the search text and the paragraphs of the result set. Consequently, these strategies yield a smaller number of more relevant and complete results compared to keyword search to researchers of extensive theoretical corpora. The central objective is to empower the academic community with a tool that can be integrated into specialized corpora to facilitate the identification of fruitful starting points for exploring specific issues or theoretical concepts that will need to be analyzed and questioned through close reading and methodology for each discipline. We call this process of retrieving textual segments relevant to the study of theoretical Concept Detection.

To validate our strategy, we used the corpus of the French philosopher, Paul Ricoeur, who is representative of the different dimensions of the problem we want to address in this article. First, because Ricoeur’s corpus is an extensive theoretical corpus, as we will describe in detail below. Ricoeur has published more than fifty books in French and almost a thousand articles over his seven decades of academic production. Secondly, it is a set of relatively recent texts that is still under copyright protection. Thirdly, because the Digital Ricoeur project (Taylor and Nascimento 2016) already makes available a significant portion of Ricoeur’s works digitized and TEI formatted to the academic community, which significantly facilitated the corpus gathering and preparation steps of this experiment.

In the first part of the paper, we present the context of our inquiry and discuss some of the most relevant prior work in the area. We then describe our methodology and data gathering process and the test data set used for the experiments. In the following section, we present and discuss the results of the three information retrieval approaches we have applied to retrieve relevant paragraphs associated with theoretical concepts. Finally, we offer a few qualitative observations and conclude with an overall assessment of the results, their limitations, and the next steps to be pursued in our research line.

**Information retrieval and concept detection**

The core contribution of this study lies in the Information Retrieval research area. Information Retrieval (IR) is a classic problem in natural language processing (NLP) made all the more relevant by the proliferation of digital text data. At its core, text-based IR helps users deal with large-scale text data by locating, analyzing, and retrieving segments that are typically referred to as documents (Salton and Harman 2003). In general, IR involves a corpus of text segments of a large definite size, and
a user interested in retrieving information from that corpus. The user communicates their information needs in the form of a query—typically a set of words—that indicates the segments they are interested in. The task of the IR system is to process the query, search the corpus, and return relevant segments to the user. In practice, perfect recall—returning 100% of relevant segments—is difficult. Thus, IR systems must balance recall, the number of relevant segments returned out of the total set of relevant segments and precision, and the number of relevant segments out of the total number of segments returned in the query. High recall is useless if precision is too low and vice versa (Raghavan and Wong 1986).

Concept Detection, a special case of IR, is the process of finding and retrieving segments that define and expand upon a given concept. Concept Detection is typically conducted using theoretical corpora from fields like philosophy, psychology, and literature which structure texts around sets of concepts. Figure 1 visually illustrates the location of Concept Detection within the field of IR.

![Figure 1: Concept Detection and its research context.](image)

Concepts and the task of analyzing concepts is one of the central characteristics of philosophical thought. It is perceived by many as the hallmark of philosophical systems since Plato through contemporary works both in the continental philosophy, particularly within a phenomenological tradition, and also in analytic philosophy and
logico-linguistic works of philosophers like Russel, Frege, Carnap, Pierce, and others. More recently, concepts and conceptual analysis became one of the key problems of cognitive science. Jesse Prinz, for instance, said that concepts are “the basic timber of our mental lives” (Prinz 2004, 1). Solomon, Medin, and Lynch (1999) and Margolis and Laurence (2015) highlighted the central place of concepts in both philosophy and cognitive science by offering the broad definition of concepts as the building blocks of thought being the basis for classification and categorization, inference, and conceptual combination. But if we take a step beyond this general definition of concepts, we will find ourselves facing philosophical, cognitive, and linguistic dimensions full of ongoing discussions about the origin of concepts (empirical, social, or innate), their structural elements, their ontological status, and the relationship between concepts as cognitive and linguistic entities.

Given the applied context of our work, we will focus on this last linguistic dimension and start from the assumption that, regardless of the precedence and details of the functioning of the human cognitive apparatus, there is a direct relationship between the conceptual cognitive system and the linguistic system. Bergen (2012) and Evans (2009, 2015) described the relationship between language and the conceptual apparatus. They argued that linguistic constructions function as schemes that activate cognitive regions linked to concepts derived from ground experiences and compose these basic concepts in complex contextual structures. In particular, the theory proposed by Evans (2009, 2015) appeals to us because of its flexibility and comprehensiveness in relation to the ways in which basic (analogical) and linguistic (parametric) concepts complement each other for the formation of cognitive models. Evans’ theory holds “that analog (body–based) content is supplemented by propositional information derived from linguistically mediated content, thus fleshing out the representations in the conceptual system” (Evans 2015, 279).

For practical purposes in this work, and without delving into the logical intricacies and critique of the intensional logic, we will explore the predications of concepts in terms of Carnap’s distinction between extension and intension that is broadly comparable to the Fregean distinction (respectively) between reference and sense (Parsons 2016, 58). Hence, to identify a concept, we will be looking for intensional characteristics that constitute its formal definition, and extensional characteristics that point to the scope of applicability of the concept by naming the particular objects or instances that it refers to. Therefore, if we consider the concept “narrative” in Paul Ricoeur’s philosophy, one of its intensional content is “a structure imposed on events, grouping some of them together with others” (Ricoeur 1984, 58). And some examples of its extensional content would be “fictional,” “historic,” “tragedy,” “novel.”
In order to systematize and formally specify the characterization of concepts in a way that can be communicated to experts participating in the creation of training data, and to reviewers of the computational experiment, we adopt the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard nomenclature document 1087 that provides an operative definition of a concept that is suitable for the practical objectives of this research. An object, as defined by the ISO, is “anything perceivable or conceivable” (ISO 2019). Objects have characteristics, which are abstractions of the properties of an object (ISO 2019). Concepts combine these characteristics into units of knowledge (ISO 2019). For example, the concept “planet” combines all the characteristics of a planet—round, massive, stellar, etc.—into a single identifiable entity. As we discussed, the set of characteristics a concept combines is called its intension. Concepts may also be abstract. The concept “justice” combines the terms “truth,” “right,” and “law” into an idea of judicial equality.

The standard also uses the definition of the extension of a concept as the totality of objects to which a concept corresponds (ISO 2019). Extensions of “planet” might be Saturn, Jupiter, or Earth, but also might include generic objects like “heavenly body” or “astronomical body.” A concept can be visualized as a cloud of these extensions semantically related by the characteristics the concepts contain. The concept relates and describes each object, conveying their characteristics in a single unit.

In concept detection, as in IR, a user expresses their information need through a query, a word or set of words that refers to a specific concept within a corpus of theoretical texts. The goal of the system is to return text segments to the user that are relevant to the definition of the concept. The quality rather than the quantity of the results returned by the system is paramount. The complexities of theoretical corpora prevent users from processing large volumes of information quickly. Additionally, recent theoretical corpora are often restricted by fair use copyright law. Databases are allowed to display only a small subset of the entire corpus in response to a user’s query for a period of 80 years after the author’s death. Thus, search algorithms have to make a tradeoff between the number of results shown and the amount of context displayed around each result. Since context is indispensable for a researcher, as it frames the meaning and content of each search result, Concept Detection requires that results be in context. To fulfill this constraint and comply with copyright law (Taylor and Nascimento 2016), Concept Detection queries must return small numbers of high-quality paragraphs, which provide both the content and context required by the researcher.

Concept Detection is vital when conducting a conceptual analysis, in which a researcher explores the expression of a concept in the works of one or more writers (Chartrand et al. 2016). Such studies can cover decades’ worth of material and require
large amounts of time to complete. Concept Detection expedites this process by locating all the areas of target works—for instance, paragraphs—that are relevant to and useful for the researcher. Such capacity may empower research communities with quick and easy access to high-quality materials, freeing up scholars to focus on the interpretative and creative effort of expanding and applying a certain theoretical corpus.

In the next section, we provide a quick overview of the prior work in information retrieval with a special focus on developments related to concept search.

**Prior work**

**Keyword search**

Early IR research produced primarily term-matching driven algorithms (e.g., Boolean Retrieval and P-Norm), which rely on lexically matching the terms in the query with the terms in the document (Salton, Fox, and Wu 1983; Greengrass 2000). There are two fundamental issues with these keyword-driven approaches: *synonymy*, many words can mean the same thing, and *polysemy*, a single word can mean many things (Deerwester et al. 1990). Consider the case when a query term \( q \) matches a document term \( d \). Because words have many meanings, \( q \) may have an entirely different meaning from \( d \) even though they are lexically identical. Consider the case when \( q \) does not match \( d \). Because many words mean the same thing, \( q \) may mean the same thing as \( d \) despite their lexical differences.

For example, a user is querying a database looking for content related to presidential speeches. They formulate a query with the words [PRESIDENT, SPEECH]. Consider the following segments:

The president’s mode of speech was difficult to understand.
Obama gave a good lecture at the beginning of the summit.

Because of synonymy and polysemy, the lexical matches between the two segments and the query are misleading. Segment 1 has multiple terms that match the query: “president” and “speech.” In the case of “president,” the terms both lexically and semantically match. Both the query and the document refer to a president of the United States. The term “speech” in the document and query lexically matches but differs semantically. The user references a formal address while the document refers to the act of speaking. Although Segment 2 has no lexical matches, it has multiple semantic matches. “President” and “Obama” both refer to US Presidents. “Speech” and “lecture” both reference a formal address. Thus, despite the lexical similarities between the query and Segment 1, Segment 2 is more relevant.
Beyond keyword search

Given the drawbacks of term-matching-driven approaches, further research has focused on computing latent semantic structures in natural language and exploiting those structures to return relevant segments. Vector space models (VSMs) express text segments as vectors in a vector space spanned by the vocabulary of the corpus, computing document relevance as the distance between the document vector and the query vector (Raghavan and Wong 1986). Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) builds upon VSMs utilizing Singular Vector Decomposition to simplify the vector space and leverage latent semantic structures in the text (Deerwester et al. 1990). Recent advancements, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), compute latent semantic structure with Bayesian statistics (Hofmann 1999; Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003; Wei and Croft 2006). Language modelling has also been applied to the task of information retrieval in approaches like Query-Likelihood Retrieval, KL-Divergence Retrieval, and the Relevance Model (Zhai 2008; Zhai and Lafferty 2001; Lavrenko and Croft 2017).

Although the approaches described above have proved effective, recent developments in natural language processing provide even more powerful tools for IR research efforts like Concept Detection, which rely on effectively capturing semantic relationships in natural language. One such algorithm is word embedding, which computes vector representations of words and has been shown to provide a powerful computational representation of word relationships. While LSI, VSM, and even a simple co-occurrence matrix derives vector representations of words, modern word embeddings utilize neural networks. The original network design, proposed by Mikolov and colleagues in 2013, is simple yet powerful. It has three layers: an input layer, a hidden “embedding” layer, and a softmax output layer (Mikolov et al. 2013). The “embedding” layer is a set of hidden neurons of size $d$, a hyperparameter indicating the number of embedding dimensions. The dense connections between the input layer and the hidden layer form a matrix of weights, of size $n \times d$, where $n$ is the size of the vocabulary and $d$ is the number of dimensions in the embedding space. Each row of this matrix is a word embedding, or word vector, for a word in the corpus. During training, these weights are altered computing high-quality embeddings for each word (Mikolov et al. 2013). Word embeddings have been shown to improve existing information retrieval systems, like language modelling—by providing an enhanced representation of words (Ganguly et al. 2015; Ye et al. 2016).

Concept Detection in philosophy

While the majority of IR research takes place outside the humanities, there has been a concerted effort within the field to apply the techniques developed for generalized
information retrieval to philosophical corpora. Pulizzotto et al. (2018) evaluate the use of vectorization, linear algebra, K-means, and positive and unlabelled data classification techniques (to extrapolate a greater set of unlabelled data from a smaller set of labelled data) in analyzing the concept of “mind” in the *Collected Papers* of C. S. Peirce. They perform a qualitative analysis and conclude that these techniques helped them overcome the problems of polysemy, synonymy, and ellipsis (instances in which a concept is discussed with no obvious linguistic markers) (Pulizzotto et al. 2018).

Chartrand and colleagues also investigate clustering and conduct a quantitative analysis of their novel clustering-based technique for concept detection: COFIH (Concept-Finding Heuristic) (Chartrand et al. 2016). In COFIH, the corpus is converted into a co-occurrence matrix. The queried concept is expressed as a document consisting of signifiers or concept words and added to the matrix. All segments containing at least one signifying term are extracted. This set is clustered and for each cluster, a prototype or typical vector is built. The entire corpus is then checked for similar vectors to this prototype. The most similar vectors from all the clusters explored become the extension of the concept or the set of text segments relevant to the concept.

COFIH is evaluated on the Concept Detection task using a corpus of the collected papers of C. S. Peirce and compared against expert judgement. COFIH achieves 69% recall. An in-depth analysis of the results for the concept “law” found the retrieved text segments to be of a very high quality. However, COFIH returns more than 10 times the number of segments compared to keyword. According to its authors, COFIH shows promise, but further validation is needed before significant conclusions can be drawn.

In addition to clustering-based IR, neural network-based classification has also been applied to the problem of concept detection. De Pasquale and Meunier explore the use of perceptrons in what they call the “categorization of small segments of text into a set of thematic categories” (De Pasquale and Meunier 2003). De Pasquale and Meunier approach Concept Detection as a supervised learning problem with labelled training data and test sets. They achieve success with some thematic categories reaching nearly 80% recall and 50% precision for the category “knowledge.” However, their model is not universally successful, and does not reach much above 50% recall on the rest of their categories. Their limited success with a simple perceptron suggests that more complicated neural networks may be more successful at the categorization process.

Forest and Meunier apply one such neural network, ART1 (Grossberg 1988), to the task of thematic analysis, which involves the “the discovery and identification of the multiples relations between different themes that make a textual corpus consistent and intelligible” (Forest and Meunier 2005). The classifier is used to group segments of
text from Descartes’ *Discours de la méthode* into classes. The lexicon of each class is computed, and the resulting set of word groups is used as the baseline for thematic analysis. Like Pulizzotto et al. (2018), Forest and Meunier focus on qualitative analysis and frame the tool as a guide for each reader’s journey through the text.

In “Detecting Large Concept Extensions for Conceptual Analysis,” Chartrand applies LDA to Concept Detection (Chartrand, Cheung, and Bouguessa 2017). Chartrand uses topics to infer the presence of concepts. The LDA–based algorithm searches for a concept’s “signifier” or “concept word” in the topic–word distribution of a topic and matches the topic with that concept based on the presence or absence of such signifying words within the topic. Textual segments—typically referred to as documents—highly associated with the identified topic are determined to be relevant to the query. The algorithm is evaluated on a corpus of law–related segments. Labelled test data is obtained through crowd–sourced tagging and expert judgement. While LDA achieves some success, it fails to score above 18% recall and 65% precision.

Although IR strategies based on word embedding have yet to be thoroughly evaluated in philosophy or the humanities, recent work has yielded promising results. Chartrand and colleagues improved upon their initial model (Chartrand, Cheung, and Bouguessa 2017) by applying LCTM, a variant of the classic LDA topic model that represents topics as distributions of latent concepts using word embeddings (Chartrand and Bouguessa 2019; Hu and Tsujii 2016). The studies find that using a topic model enhanced with word embeddings yields significantly better results on the task of Concept Detection and provides a better representation of the queried concept.

In the following section, we describe our alternative approach to Concept Detection that, like LDA and other strategies, relies on the latest machine learning techniques. Specifically, our model is based on word embeddings that are created using the word2vec algorithm (Mikolov et al. 2013). We start by explaining the corpus used for our application and how we created the test set. We then describe the main methods applied and discuss some characteristics of their application to the specific problem of concept retrieval.

**Method and materials**

**Corpus and test set**

A common obstacle in Concept Detection research in theoretical corpora is access to an organized large-scale textual database. In order to overcome this difficulty, we leveraged the Digital Ricoeur project repository which digitizes the works of philosopher Paul Ricoeur into an online database and has amassed a large digital corpus
of philosophical writings providing a unique opportunity for text analysis projects. The corpus used in this experiment consists of 232 French works, 5,980,285 tokens, and 91,621 unique words. While digitized collections exist in both French and English, the French corpus was selected to minimize the effect of human translation, allowing the project to leverage the writer’s exact wording.

In order to evaluate a Concept Detection tool, a test set of segments tagged by scholarly experts for their relevance to a set of concepts is required. With this set, the ability of the tool to accurately find and retrieve segments associated with a concept can be assessed against ground truth values backed by scholarly consensus.

Our test set contains paragraphs from *The Symbolism of Evil* (SM), a monographic work that explores several well-defined concepts: “mythe,” “symbole,” and “evil.” Each paragraph in the set is tagged with one of four categorical variables—“Defines,” “Relates to,” “Sub-concept,” “Not related”—indicating its relevance to a set of concepts—”mythe” (myth), “homme” (man), and “symbole” (symbol). These three concepts were selected because they are among the most frequent terms (“homme” is the most mentioned term with 693 occurrences, “mythe” is the second-most frequent term with 612 occurrences, and “symbole” is mentioned 563 times) in the book, *The Symbolism of Evil*, and they express essential aspects of the conceptual core of this work. We also wanted a set of concepts that was both representative and relatively small to facilitate tagging work by specialists. We also find it relevant for our analysis that the concepts “mythe” and “symbole” are more directly linked to this particular work, while the concept “homme” is more comprehensive and appears with great frequency in several other documents in the Ricoeurian corpus. Regarding the criteria shown to experts for each tag see Appendix A. These tags indicate categorical judgements of the segment’s relationship to the concept. The tags were provided by four scholarly experts.

To evaluate a Concept Detection algorithm, each segment must be determined to be either “Relevant” or “Irrelevant” to the Concept Detection query. To obtain this set of binary relevance tags, each categorical tag was mapped to one of two relevance tags: “Relevant” and “Irrelevant.” The tags “Defines” and “Relates to” were mapped to “Relevant” because they indicate that a segment is either defining or expanding upon the concept. The tags “Sub concept” and “Not Related” were mapped to “Irrelevant.”

Because unanimous agreement was uncommon in the mapped test set, the expert’s binary relevance tags had to be aggregated into a final relevance judgement for each segment. A majority-rule strategy was used to determine this consensus among the
expert’s tags. The tag reaching a simple majority was adopted as the final relevance judgement. In the event of a tie, the segment was labelled “Irrelevant” to the concept. Eighteen percent of consensus determinations ended in a tie. Of the 106 segments in the test set, 39 were determined relevant for “mythe,” 37 were determined relevant for “symbole,” and 8 were determined relevant for “homme.”

**Concept Detection methods**

This section describes the three Concept Detection strategies evaluated in this paper. All three retrieval strategies are search ranking tools, which, given a concept query and corpus, rank segments according to their relevance to the queried concept.

**Weighted keyword retrieval (Weighted KW)**

Weighted keyword retrieval, a commonly used search tool in academic research, is the baseline for this study. In keyword retrieval, the user provides a keyword corresponding to a concept (i.e., “mythe”). Keyword retrieval then iterates through the corpus and assigns each paragraph a score based on the number of occurrences of the keyword. The paragraphs are then ranked, and the top $n$ paragraphs are returned as “relevant” textual expressions of the concept in the corpus. **Figure 2** provides a pseudocode description of weighted KW Retrieval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1: Weighted Key Word Retrieval (KW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong>: Key.word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong>: Corpus – [paragraph1, paragraph2, paragraph3…]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong>: N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong>: Returns $N$ paragraphs determined relevant to the concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results = [];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreach paragraph $p_i$ ∈ Corpus do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matches = 0;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreach word $w_i$ ∈ $p_i$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if $w_i$Key.word then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matches += 1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results.add($p_i$, matches);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results.sortbymatches();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return top $N$ results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2**: Key Word Retrieval pseudocode.

**Word embeddings**

While weighted KW is a ranking-based implementation of term-matching approaches to information retrieval, the following algorithms and applications, ACS and WMD
Retrieval, make use of word embeddings. While many high-quality word embedding models are now open source and readily available, our research required domain specific embeddings which closely reflect the semantic relationships in Ricoeur’s corpus. Achieving this specificity without sacrificing model quality is difficult as word embeddings models often require large amounts of training data (Mikolov et al. 2013). We solved this problem by initializing our model with embeddings for NLPL’s Model 43, a generalized, open-source, French-language model trained on web documents (Kutuzov et al. 2017). The model was then trained on the Digital Ricoeur corpus, described in the Methods and Materials, for 200 epochs with an embedding size of 100 using the skip-gram training strategy. We used the word2vec implementation available in the open-source package Gensim (Rehurek and Sojka 2010).

Average Cosine Similarity Retrieval (ACS)

This section proposes Average Cosine Similarity Retrieval (ACS), a simple, word embedding-driven retrieval algorithm for concept detection. The user provides a conceptual query comprising a single keyword (e.g., [FREEDOM], [EVIL], [JUSTICE]) corresponding to a specific concept. Segment relevance to the concept is calculated as the average cosine similarity between the embeddings of the component words of the segment and the embedding of the query’s keyword. Given a queried keyword represented by the word vector \( q \) and given a document \( d \) consisting of words represented by the word vectors \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n \), the relevance of the document to the query is calculated as:

\[
\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{q \cdot w_i}{\|q\| \|w_i\|}
\]

Each segment in the corpus is scored and the top segments are returned to the user. In practice, small segments are ignored as their length makes the ACS calculation volatile. Our version of ACS labels all segments under 30 words in length “Irrelevant” to the concept.

ACS can be conceptualized as a nuanced keyword search, leveraging not only the keyword, but also the most similar words to the keyword in the word2vec model. Because these words co-occur frequently with the keyword in the corpus, it is likely that they represent either characteristics or extensions of the concept. Therefore, the presence of these words could indicate the presence of the concept.

If this assumption is correct, ACS has the potential to improve upon keyword search in two areas. First, keyword retrieval search struggles with cases of synonymy. Because many words can mean the same thing, there may be segments that are relevant to the concept but do not contain the keyword. However, segments like these will contain many words related to the concept and the keyword. If these words are close to the keyword in the embedding space, ACS will give the segment a high score even though the keyword is absent. Second, keyword search also struggles with cases of polysemy.
Because a word can mean many things, some segments will contain the keyword but not be relevant to the concept. However, it is likely that these segments will contain many words unrelated to the concept and the keyword. If these unrelated words are far from the keyword in the embedding space, then ACS will assign the segment a low score despite the presence of the keyword. **Figure 3** provides pseudocode for ACS Retrieval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 2: Average Cosine Similarity Retrieval (ACS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong> : Key.word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong> : Corpus = [paragraph1, paragraph2, paragraph3...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong> : Min.size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong> : N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong>: Returns N paragraphs determined relevant to the concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results = []; remove_small_segments(Min.size, Corpus);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for each paragraph p_i \in Corpus do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results.sortby(score);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return top N results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3**: ACS Retrieval pseudocode.

**Word Mover’s Distance Retrieval (WMDR) for Concept Detection**

Although ACS leverages words similar to the keyword, there is no guarantee that these words represent the characteristics or extensions of a concept. Thus, algorithms that take groups of words as queries provide a promising evolution from the one-word approach of ACS and keyword. Moreover, while in past approaches like Boolean retrieval multiword queries were restricted to Boolean expressions (e.g., “mythe” or “symbole”), a strategy capable of processing and leveraging a query expressed in natural language would be both easier for users to work with and better able to manage the semantic complexities of theoretical corpora.

Word Mover’s Distance, as proposed by Kusner, Sun, Kolkin, and Weinberger in 2015, is a word embedding-driven metric for measuring the semantic dissimilarity between segments (Kusner et al. 2015). Word Mover’s Distance is a special case of the earth mover’s distance (EMD) or Wasserstein metric, which is used to measure the distance between probability distributions in statistics. Intuitively, the earth mover’s distance can be thought of as the work required to “cover” one distribution with the other.
WMD is a measure of the amount of work it would take to change the word embeddings of one segment into the word embeddings of another segment. Each segment is represented as a distribution of words, and EMD is used to calculate the distance between these two distributions using a word embedding model as a metric space (Kusner et al. 2015).

In WMD retrieval (WMDR), our application of Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) for Concept Detection tasks, paragraphs are ranked by their similarity to a canonical definition of the concept. This definition works as a proxy for the concept itself. The user provides a query consisting of a textual segment (the concept definition) of natural language that defines the concept of interest. Each paragraph in the corpus is given a score based on its Word Mover’s Distance to the query segment. Stop words are removed from both the query and the segments in the corpus before calculating similarity. The top segments are returned to the user.

WMD retrieval has the potential to resolve several issues that plague keyword search. First, its use of word embeddings provides a powerful representation of natural language, helping with issues of polysemy and synonymy. More importantly, it allows for the formation of queries in natural language, which is not only easier for users, but can also provide more semantic information than sets of keywords. Unlike ACS, WMDR explicitly requires the user to provide a definition: a set of words in context that represent characteristics and extensions of the concept. Thus, paragraphs that are similar to the query text likely define or relate to the concept. The definition paragraph also contains the fingerprint of the author’s definition style—words like “defines” and “relates” that structure the author’s explanations. Other segments that express definitions will contain this fingerprint and have a high similarity to the definition paragraph. Figure 4 provides pseudocode for WMDR.

```plaintext
Algorithm 3: Word Mover’s Distance Retrieval (WMDR)

Input : Definition
Input : Corpus = [paragraph1, paragraph2, paragraph3,...]
Input : N
Output: Returns N paragraphs determined relevant to the concept

results = [];
foreach paragraph p_i ∈ Corpus do
    distance = WMD(Definition, p_i);
    results.add(p_i, distance);
end
results.sortbydistance();
return top N results
```

Figure 4: WMD Retrieval pseudocode.
Experiment setup

The performance of weighted KW, ACS, and WMDR on the task of Concept Detection was evaluated using the Digital Ricoeur test set described in Methods and Materials. Each algorithm was used to rank all paragraphs in the test set for three concepts: “mythe,” “symbole,” and “homme.” Stop words were removed from all paragraphs before ranking. The stop word list from Spacy’s fr_core_news_sm model was used (Honnibal and Montani 2017). ACS and WMDR used embeddings from the specialized model trained on the Ricoeur corpus. We utilized the Word Mover’s Distance implementation available in Gensim (Pele and Werman 2008; Pele and Werman 2009; Rehurek and Sojka 2010). First, the Concept Detection strategy was provided with the paragraphs from the test set and a query referring to that concept. For ACS and weighted KW, the keyword associated with the concept was provided (e.g., “mythe”). For WMDR, a canonical definition from both inside and outside the test set was provided. Definitions from inside the test set were removed when ranking that concept. For the full definitions used, see Appendix B. With these two inputs, the strategy returned the paragraphs ranked by their relevance to the concept. From this ranking we computed precision at $K$ ($P@K$), a measurement of the precision of the search results up to and including the $K$-ranked paragraph (Manning, Raghavan and Schutze 2008). We collected $P@K$ for values of $K$ from 1 to 20. While calculating precision, the expert judgements were used as the ground truth. Figure 5 outlines the structure of the experiment.

![Diagram](image.png)

Figure 5: Experiment setup.
Results

“Mythe”

Figure 6 graphs precision at K (P@K) for all three Concept Detection methods for the concept “mythe.” P@K values for the concept “mythe” were noticeably high with all three strategies reaching precision values above 0.6 for almost all values of K. In addition, all three strategies achieve perfect precision at low values of K (1–3). However, WMDR continues to show higher precision values as K increases (through K = 20), although the difference in precision between WMDR and the other two strategies narrows. While ACS has higher precision values than weighted KW at lower values of K (1–6), it equals or has lower precision at higher values of K (6–20).

![Figure 6: P@K for "mythe".](image)

“Symbole”

Figure 7 graphs P@K for all three Concept Detection methods for the concept “symbole.” Just as with the concept “mythe,” in the concept “symbole,” WMDR has higher precision than both ACS and KW at low values of K (1–10), with a noticeably larger gap in precision at these values of K compared to the results from “mythe.” However, at higher values of K (10–20), WMDR achieves lower precision than the benchmark, weighted KW, by roughly 10%. ACS has lower precision than weighted KW at almost all values of K (4–6, 8–20).

“Homme”

Figure 8 graphs P@K for all three Concept Detection methods for the concept “homme.” For the concept “homme,” all three strategies have very similar values of precision from K = 4 through K = 20 with WMDR reaching a higher precision that both ACS and
KW at \( K = 1 \), and ACS exhibiting a lower precision than both WMDR and KW from \( K = 1 \) to \( K = 4 \). Overall, the precision values reached by the three strategies are noticeably lower (~40%) compared to the results from “mythe” and “symbole.”

**Discussion**

As shown in Results, WMDR has higher precision than both weighted KW and ACS at values of \( K \) from 1 to 10 in two out of three concepts. However, at higher values of \( K \), WMDR scores higher in one concept, lower in one concept, and roughly equal in one concept. Thus, WMDR outperforms the benchmark, weighted KW, at low values of \( K \)
(1–10), a promising indication that it is well-suited to the task of concept detection. While WMDR does have a mixed performance at values of K (10–20), this finding is less relevant when the constraints of Concept Detection are considered. As mentioned in the introduction, returning many full segments is often impossible because of fair use copyright law, which restricts the percentage of the corpus that can be returned from a search. Moreover, a high number of search results runs the risk of overloading the user. Thus, WMDR’s success in identifying and ranking highly small numbers of good quality paragraphs indicates that it may be a powerful solution for concept detection. Despite these promising initial findings, the size of the Digital Ricoeur test set limits the extent of this finding. To make a stronger claim about the efficacy of WMD Retrieval in philosophical and theoretical concept detection, a larger test set is required.

ACS fares worse than WMDR, performing less than or equal to both WMDR and weighted KW at all values of K across the three concepts. There are several possible reasons for this. First, a simple average is not nuanced enough of a metric and heavily affected by both segment size and keyword density. Second, a single word may not be enough to capture the intension of the concept. The word “symbole” may have much to do with the concept symbol, but the cloud of words that surround it within the word2vec model do not fully define the concept.

All three strategies perform noticeably worse on the concept “homme.” This is due to the concept’s sparsity in the text. Only 8 segments from the test set were deemed relevant by the expert consensus strategy.

**Qualitative considerations**

Before evaluating the segments returned by the three strategies, we first discuss the expected distribution of concepts in the test set. We chose two concepts, “mythe” and “symbole,” that are widely developed by Ricoeur in the book *La Symbolique du Mal*. The third concept “homme” is not directly addressed in this work and the use of the concept word is polysemic, offering significant difficulty for the consensus in the interpretation of specialists.

**Figure 9** graphs the combined relevance score of the top 20 segments for each of the three concepts. Relevance score was calculated by assigning each tag a numeric value based on its indication of concept presence: Defines – 4, Relates to – 3, Sub concept – 2, Not related – 1. The segments tags were summed resulting in an overall relevance score between 4 and 16. While “mythe” and “symbole” are comparable in terms of ratings for the top 20 high-ranked paragraphs, “homme” is clearly perceived as less prevalent in the test set, which coincides with our expectations, provides another validation point for the experts rating, and informs some of the observations of this section.
As expected, the three strategies performed significantly worse in the results for “homme” than for “mythe” and “symbole” and this result is linked to the scarcity of significant segments for the “homme” concept. The top segment of weighted KW for “homme” (man) is an interesting example of how multiple occurrences of the concept word may be misleading to this type of algorithm. Although it contains the concept word “homme” five times, no expert considered it a “defines” for the concept “homme,” one rated as “relates to,” two rated it as “sub-concept” and one as “not related.” WMDR ranked this same paragraph 427 in fourth showing slightly less sensitivity to multiple occurrences of the keyword.

It is also relevant that WMDR ranked segment 405\(^2\) as its top segment for the concept “homme” (man) in agreement with experts (three ranked it as “relates to”),

---

\(^1\) Paragraph 427 – “c’est cette structure mythique elle même qui ramène à la diversité des ‘mythes’ quelle est en effet la signification ultime de cette structure mythique elle désignerait nous dit on l’accord intime de l’‘homme’ du culte et du ‘mythe’ avec la totalité de l’être elle signifierait une plénitude indivisible où le surnaturel le naturel et le psychologique ne seraient pas encore scindés mais comment le ‘mythe’ signifie t’il cette plénitude le fait essentiel est que cette intuition d’un englobant cosmique dont l’‘homme’ ne serait pas séparé et cette plénitude indivise antérieure à la scission du surnaturel du naturel et de l’humain ne sont pas donné mais simplement visées c’est en intention seulement que le ‘mythe’ restitue quelque intégrité c’est parce qu’il a lui même perdu cette intégrité que l’‘homme’ la répète et la mime par le ‘mythe’ et le rite l’‘homme’ primitif est déjà l’‘homme’ de la scission dès lors le ‘mythe’ ne peut être qu’une restitution intentionnelle et en ce sens déjà symbolique.”

\(^2\) Paragraph 405 – “enfin platon lui même malgré le ‘mythe’ orphique de l’âme exilée dans un corps qui l’ensevelit malgré par conséquent la tentation de durer le ‘symbole’ de la captivité corporelle dans une gnosie du corps méchant malgré même les gages qu’il donne pour l’avenir à cette gnosie sait parfaitement que la captivité corporelle ne doit pas être prise à la lettre mais comme signe du serf arbitre la clôture du corps n’est finalement que l’œuvre du désir et celui qui concourt le plus à charger l’enchaîné de ses chaines c’est peut être lui même phédon de ainsi la captivité du corps et
despite the fact that the segment does not contain the concept word itself. This could be an indication of a sensitivity to semantic relationships and an ability to deal with polysemy and synonymy.

WMDR performed quite well with regards to the concept “mythe” which is a key concept in the book *La Symbolique du Mal*. Of the 20 top paragraphs identified by WMDR, 17 were ranked as relevant by the experts’ consensus. Moreover, if we consider the three misclassified segments according to the experts’ consensus, all of them were semantically close to the concept. Paragraph 433 was rated as “defines” by two experts and as “sub-concept” by two experts. Paragraph 8 was rated as “sub-concept” by three experts and as “relates to” by the fourth expert. Paragraph 426 was rated as “defines” by two experts and as “sub-concept” by two experts. Overall, out of 80 experts’ ratings for the top 20 paragraphs identified by WMDR, 47 were rated “defines” by experts, 16 as “relates to,” 17 as “sub-concept,” and none as “not related.” The top-ranked paragraph by WMDR (431), was rated as “defines” by three experts and as “sub-concept” by the fourth. The same expert evaluation applied to the second-highest ranked paragraph (7). Weighted KW also performed well for “mythe.” It misclassified only 4 out of the top 20 paragraphs, according to the experts’ consensus, performing only slightly worse when compared to WMDR.

The third concept analyzed, “symbole,” is also another core concept of Ricoeur’s book. Both weighted KW and WMDR performed significantly worse for this concept in comparison to “mythe.” In the top 20 paragraphs for weighted KW, 7 were rated as non-relevant by the experts’ consensus while 9 of the top 20 paragraphs for WMDR were non-relevant according to experts. Even having more non-relevant paragraphs, WMDR outperformed weighted KW in the average precision@K metric as discussed above. On a fine-grained analysis, it is interesting that the two highest-ranked paragraphs by weighted KW were rated as non-relevant by the experts’ consensus. Both of them were rated as “sub-concepts” by two experts, “relates to” by one expert and “defines” by the fourth. This result may be related to the difficulty of distinguishing between segments related to or defining a given concept and its sub-concepts when only searching for
keywords. Paragraph 404,\(^4\) ranked 4th by weighted KW, is an interesting example as it is defining a sub-concept (the symbol of the serv-arbitre) and not the concept of symbolism itself.

The top 2 results returned by WMDR were both rated as relevant by the experts’ consensus, and the top result (paragraph 420)\(^5\) is particularly meaningful as it has been rated as “defines” by the four experts and captures critical aspects of Ricoeur’s definition of symbol in this work. This paragraph has also been captured by weighted KW, but it has been ranked in the 12th position.

**Conclusion**

In this article, we applied and compared the results of three information retrieval strategies to search for semantically relevant paragraphs for concepts in a theoretical corpus. Our test data set consists of segments from the book *La Symbolique du Mal* written by the French philosopher Paul Ricoeur, which is part of the collection made available by the Digital Ricoeur portal. The paragraphs in this test data set were analyzed by four specialists in Ricoeur’s philosophy and classified according to their semantic relationship with three concepts of Ricoeurian philosophy: “homme” (man), “symbole” (symbol), and “mythe” (myth).

As the benchmark retrieval algorithm for this project, we used a more robust version of the widely applied keyword search strategy that considers the number of times the concept word appears in each paragraph to classify the relevance of the returned paragraphs.

---

4 Paragraph 404 – “ce qui nous confirme que le symbolisme du serf arbitre bien qu’enfoncé encore et comme noyé dans la lettre des représentations démoniaques est déjà à l’œuvre dans l’aveu du suppliant de babylone c’est que le même symbolisme de l’homme aux membres liés se retrouve chez les écrivains qui ont usé de ce ‘symbole’ avec une claire conscience que c’était un ‘symbole’ ainsi saint paul sait il que l’homme’ est inexcusable bien que le péché soit dit régner dans les membres dans le corps mortel rom 6 12 et que le corps lui même soit dit corps de péché rom 6 6 et l’homme’ entier asservi au péché si Saint Paul ne parlait pas symboliquement du corps de péché comme d une figure du serf arbitre comment pourrait il s’écrier si vous avez jadis offert vos membres comme esclaves à l’impureté et au désordre de manière à vous désordonner offrez les de même aujourd’hui à la justice pour vous sanctifier rom 6 19 le ‘symbole’ du corps asservi c’est le ‘symbol’ d un être pécheur qui est à la fois acte et état c’est à dire d’un être pécheur dans lequel l’acte même de s’asservir s’abolit comme acte et retombe en état le corps est le ‘symbole’ de cette liberté oblitèrée d’un constitué dont le constituant s’est évacué dans le langage de saint paul pacte c’est l’offrende du corps à la servitude si jadis vous avez offert vos membres comme esclaves l’état c’est le règne que le péché ne règne donc plus dans vos corps mortels une offrande de moi même qui est en même temps un règne sur moi même voilà l’énigme du serf arbitre de l’arbitre qui se rend serf.”

5 Paragraph 420 – “qu’est donc le ‘mythe’ en deçà de sa prétention étiologique qu’est donc le ‘mythe’ s’il n’est pas gnose c’est encore une fois à la fonction du ‘symbole’ que nous sommes renvoyés que nous avons dit ouvré et découvre une dimension d’expérience qui sans lui resterait fermée et dissimulée il faut donc montrer en quel sens le ‘mythe’ est une fonction de second degré des ‘symbole’s primaires que nous avons explorés jusqu’à présent.”
We then compared the benchmark results with two algorithms that we applied to the problem in question. Both use machine learning to create a vector space that seeks to represent the semantic relationships between words in the corpus. While ACS averages the distances between the embedding of the concept word and the embeddings of each word in a paragraph, WMDR uses word embeddings to estimate the similarity (distance) between a textual segment written in natural language (in our case a concept definition) and a paragraph.

As described in the results section, WMDR outperformed both weighted KW and ACS in the three concepts considered in the experiment for values of precision at K up to 10. WMDR’s performance on the Digital Ricoeur test set indicates that WMDR retrieval is well suited to the task of Concept Detection and capable of outperforming common techniques like keyword search. Since a small number of highly relevant paragraphs is the ultimate goal of this type of application, WMDR retrieval is a promising algorithm that could improve the performance of Concept Detection tools in theoretical corpora.

Although promising, these results need to be expanded and verified using a larger test set consisting of theoretical corpora tagged by experts for concept presence. The great difficulty for this next step is the process of semantic analysis (tagging) performed by experts in the discipline related to the corpus. To that end, we are working to develop an effective tool for evaluation and calculation of consensus among specialists. Such a tool should pave the next steps of the project. In addition, we are working on other information retrieval strategies that use new word embeddings implementations and transformers algorithms which are important future lines of research in concept detection.

We believe that the results of this experiment and research approach can be used in digital libraries of theoretical corpora to improve research results and offer more relevant results to users. Such an improvement can have a significant positive effect on the quality of research around a given theoretical corpus, especially considering the growing volume of works available in digital format, by freeing up research time previously devoted to scouring books and articles, for writing, analysis, and other creative intellectual activities.
Appendix A: Types of semantic relationships

** DEFINES – The segment describes characteristics (3.2.4) of the concept. These characteristics are essential to a proper understanding of a concept.

Example: The segment “The fragile offshoot issuing from the union of history and fiction is the assignment to an individual or a community of a specific identity that we can call their narrative identity.” DEFINES the concept of narrative identity.

** SUB-CONCEPT – The segment describes characteristics of a subordinate concept (3.2.14) of the concept.

Example: The symbolism of evil is a sub-concept of the concept symbolism; narrated time is a sub-concept of the concept of time; configuration is a sub-concept of threemail mimesis.

** RELATES TO – The segment describes an associative relation (3.2.23) between the concept and another concept. Differs from sub-concepts in that the concepts do not have a hierarchical relationship.

Example: The segment “This connection between self-constancy and narrative identity confirms one of my oldest convictions, namely, that the self of self-knowledge is not the egotistical and narcissistic ego whose hypocrisy and naiveté the hermeneutics of suspicion have denounced, along with its aspects of an ideological superstructure and infantile and neurotic archaism.” RELATES TO the concept of narrative identity.

** NOT RELATED – The segment is not related at all with the concept.

Example: The segment “Our comparison between analytic working-through and the work of the historian facilitates the transition from our first to our second example. This is borrowed from the history of a particular community, biblical Israel. This example is especially applicable because no other people has been so overwhelmingly impassioned by the narratives it has told about itself.” is NOT RELATED to the concept of narrative identity.

Appendix B: WMDR definitions

Mythe
Le mythe est une fonction de second degré des symboles primaires. Le signifié ultime de tout mythe est lui-même en forme de drame que les récits dans lesquels la conscience mythique se fragmente sont eux-mêmes tissus « d’événements » et de « personnages »; parce que son paradigme est dramatique, le mythe est lui-même événementiel et ne se donne nulle part ailleurs que dans la forme plastique du récit. Mais en perdant ses prétentions explicatives le mythe révèle sa portée exploratoire et compréhensive, ce que nous appellerons plus loin sa fonction symbolique, c’est-à-dire son pouvoir de découvrir, de dévoiler le lien de l’homme à son sacré.

Homme
L’homme est capable de poursuivre le plaisir pour lui-même et d’en faire un motif autonome. L’homme est organiquement et psychologiquement fragile. L’homme est étonnant pour
l’homme ; l’union de l’âme et du corps ne peut manquer de scandaliser l’idéalisme naturel à l’entendement diviseur. L’homme est homme par son pouvoir d’affronter ses besoins et parfois de les sacrifier.

Symbole
Le symbole est le mouvement du sens primaire qui nous fait participer au sens latent et ainsi nous assimile au symbolisé sans que nous puissions dominer intellectuellement la similitude. C’est en ce sens que le symbole est donnant; il est donnant parce qu’il est une intentionnalité primaire qui donne analogiquement le sens second.
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